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Typically, the Humanities use the Chicago Manual of Style for research papers. The *The Chicago Manual of Style* provides the formats for notes and citations. Another useful resource for the Chicago Manual of Style is the *Writing with Sources: a Guide for Students* as an official pocket guide to be used as a quick reference tool.

*The Chicago Manual of Style*

*The Chicago Manual of Style* online resources:

*Diana Hacker's guide to the Chicago Manual of Style*

*The Chicago Manual of Style Online*

These titles offer guidelines that supplement *The Chicago Manual of Style*:

*Writing with sources: a guide for students*

*Student guide to research in the digital age: how to locate and evaluate information sources*

Chicago Style Documentation

Chicago style research papers require you to number your intext sources and document them within your paper as either footnotes or endnotes. Each note should be single spaced with a double space between each subsequent note unless otherwise directed.

Text
Trauma can move across time and space implying that "the ghost has an agency of its own...more powerful than either the subject who first experienced the trauma or the inheritor of the secret."  

Footnote or Endnote


Subsequent Notes

For subsequent notes from the same source just list the author’s last name and the title of the work along with the page number of the source.


Consecutive Notes

When using consecutive notes from the same source, you can use ibid. (in the same place) and the page number where the note was taken from.


14. ibid., 43.

15. ibid., 47.

Model Notes and Bibliographic Entries

All bibliographic entries should be arranged alphabetically and entered single spaced with a double space between each entry.

Books

N= format for footnote or endnote

B= format for Bibliographic reference list

Books with One Author or Editor


B: Pyle, Kennneth B. *Japan Rising: The Resurgence of Japanese Power*


**Translated Book**


**Online Book**


**Work with Two or Three Authors**


**Work with Four or More Authors**

For works compiled or written by four to ten people; all authors/editors are listed in the bibliography.


For bibliographic references with eleven or more authors, list only the first seven authors followed by *et al.* For Footnotes or Endnotes with eleven or more authors follow the note example in this section.

**Multivolume Work and Edition other Than The First**


**Back to Top**

**Articles**

**Articles From A Print Journal**


**Journal Articles From A Database**


**Articles From An Online Journal**


*If the online source is not paginated, use par. (paragraph) as a locator for the source material.*

**B:** Medovoi, Leerom. "The Biopolitical Unconscious: Toward
http://mediationsjournal.org/.

**Magazine Articles**

**Articles From A Print Magazine**


**Magazine Articles From A Database**

**N: 12.** Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Moral Bankruptcy," *Mother Jones*, January-February 2010, 30,
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/.

http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/.

**Article From An Online Magazine**


**Newspaper Articles**

**Article From A Newspaper**


**Newspaper Article From A Database**

**N: 15.** Dana Milbank, "On the 50th Go-Round, the 60-40 Thing Gets Old," *Washington Post* April 13, 2010, sec. A,
B: Milbank, Dana. "On the 50th Go-Round, the 60-40 Thing Gets Old."

Article From An Online Newspaper

http://www.chicagotribune.com./news

B: Christie, Bob. "Feds Sue to Block Arizona Illegal Immigrant Law."
http://www.chicagotribune.com./news

Websites

N: 17. Densho, The Japanese American Legacy Project,
http://www.densho.org/densho.asp.

B: Densho. The Japanese American Legacy Project.
http://www.densho.org/densho.asp.

N: 18. Vladimir Tismaneanu, interview, "What are your personal memories of 1989?" Making the History of 1989,

Item #610.

N: 19. Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars,
"Conversations between Joseph V. Stalin and SED leadership," 04/01/1952, Library of Congress, Dmitri Volkogonov Collection, Cold War International History Project: Virtual Archive,
http://www.wilsoncenter.org/index.cfm?

http://www.wilsoncenter.org/index.cfm?.